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Abstract

This paper investigates the adequacy of a general form
of fitness function, based on a state-based specification, by
characterizing the associated search problem and the dy-
namics of the applied metaheuristic. The measurement ap-
proach of the fitness landscape is experimented on various
examples and suggests some tuning choices to be made for
the metaheuristic considered.

Introduction. A popular objective function for struc-
tural search-based software testing, namely theapproach
level + normalized branch level(al + nbl) form [2] was
tailored to a state machine [1], in order to find input pa-
rameters for a given path in a state machine which satisfy
some given constraints for each transition. Theapproach
level was adapted to correspond to all followed transitions
from the machine path (instead of only critical branches
like in structural testing [2]); thenormalized branch level
was derived from the predicate of the first unsatisfied tran-
sition constraint, using the same transformations as in struc-
tural search-based testing [2]. Landscape analysis of fitness
functions is an important issue and this paper makes an at-
tempt to characterize the search problems associated with
the fitness functions used in search-based testing, employ-
ing the following measures:autocorrelationandfitness dis-
tance correlation(FDC) [3].

Empirical Evaluation. Waeselynck et al. [3] investi-
gated a measurement approach on various landscapes (us-
ing the diameter, the autocorrelation and the generation rate
of better solution) to find adequate setting of simulated an-
nealing parameters, applied to test generation. For our eval-
uation, we first used the Calendar problem (Cal 1) inspired
from [3], for which the authors considered24 landscapes,
corresponding to the combinations of4 fitness functions and
6 neighborhood operators. However, several fitness func-
tions can be built for Cal1 problem and we considered an ar-
tificial state machine and6 associated general fitness func-
tions, of the formal + nbl. We retained for comparison
two fitness functions from [3] (an exact distance to the op-

timum and an approximate distance to the optimum, which
are good metrics for the problem) and we compared them
to theal + nbl functions, which have a general form and do
not incorporate any additional information which could give
a better guidance. The special designed fitness functions
had better autocorrelation and FDC coefficients, in com-
parison to the state-based fitness functions. This difference
was significant when generating test data with simulated an-
nealing (the special designed fitness functions clearly out-
performed the state-based ones in most cases). However,
the difference in success rates obtained in generating test
data with genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimiza-
tion was smaller, and some success rates obtained by the
al +nbl functions were comparable to the ones obtained by
especially designed fitness functions.

Conclusions. The measurements performed and the suc-
cess rates obtained by the metaheuristics employed showed
that the general state-based fitness functionsal + nbl may
produce results comparable to those produced by fitness
functions designed especially for a particular situation.Fur-
ther experiments performed suggest some tuning choices
for genetic algorithms with state-based fitness functions
having non-linear constrained transitions for integer param-
eters. Future work concerns analyzing other variants of
fitness function for state-based testing, performing experi-
ments on a larger benchmark of real world objects and ex-
tending the approach to the case in which the method pa-
rameters have more complex types.
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